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Press Release 01/2022 – New from BESSEY:  
Clamping element for multifunction tables TW-KLI 

 
BESSEY expands clamping tool range 
for multifunction tables 
 
In addition to all-steel table clamps and toggle clamps, BESSEY is 
offering now another exciting alternative for use on multifunction 
tables. Based on the popular KliKlamp high-tech lever clamp, the new 
TW-KLI clamping element combines quality and functionality for fast, 
easy and safe clamping. 
 
As with the field-proven lever clamp, high-quality materials are used for the 
new TW20-15-8-KLI clamping element: lightweight stable magnesium for the 
sliding arm, fiberglass reinforced plastic for the clamping mechanism, cold-
drawn quality steel for the rail. Equipped with an adapter at the lower end of 
the rail, the 300-gram light clamping tool can be integrated without tools into 
the 20 mm holes of multifunctional tables, such as Festool MFT and Sortimo 
WorkMo. The clamping element with 150 mm clamping width and 80 mm 
throat depth is quick and easy to use and will clamp the workpiece securely. 
The multi-stage ratchet mechanism allows up to 500 N clamping force to be 
achieved very quickly with little effort. Once clamped in position the TW-KLI 
is very secure and will not work loose in the event of vibrations, and can be 
released again very quickly due the red release button.  

 
Two clamping elements are available under item no. TW20-15-8KLI-SET. 
 
You can find a video about this product on our YouTube channel. 
 
 
At BESSEY, we have a long tradition of producing innovative, practical product solutions. Since the cold 
drawn steel plant was founded in Stuttgart in 1889, the Bietigheim-Bissingen based company continues to 
raise the bar in clamping and cutting technology. Currently offering more than 1,600 products, BESSEY has 
a specific solution for practically every application. Our focus is on precision and durability, convenience and 
safety. 
“To stop improving is to stop being good.” This was the motto of company founder Max Bessey and it 
remains our guiding principle today – in all that we do and produce. This means that we are constantly 
developing new products and improving existing ones to make the user's life easier, on the basis of innovative 
ideas. Such innovations are worthwhile. 
 
You can also find more information on our long-established German company and its products at 
www.bessey.de 
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